French of Legouest. '( Ghirurg. Miltiaire.) Motion of Balls.?Projectiles are placed in motion by expansion of the gas from the powder; their form, their density, the arms from which they are discharged, the resistance which they meet with in the air, cause the motion which animates them to vary.
the arm, otherwise if the last shock took place on the inferior wall, the ball takes a motion of rotation from behind forward in a vertical plane, from above downwards ; if it takes place on the upper wall, on the contrary, the ball takes a motion from below upwards ; if it is the left wall which is last touched, the ball turns from right to left; if it is the right wall, the ball moves in the opposite sense; the same rule applies to all intermediate points.
This movement of rotation is not always concentric. heu the centre of gravity does not correspond to the centre ol the figure, it : happens that the force of projection being applied to the mass, passes through the centre of gravity, while the resistance of the air, ! applied to the surface, parses through the centre of the figure; these | two forces not being opposite, communicate to the projectile a movement of rotation the more eccentjic as the two ceutres are I more distant from each other.
Ths sbocka aud ths indeterminate aeuot of the lo'.ary motion of spherical balls discharged from smooth-bore arms, constituted elements destructive to the accuracy of the shot; therefore, various means have been tried for lessening them, through the medium of forcing the projectiles into the barrel. The forcing of the balls consists in diminishing, as much as possible, the windage of the arm? that is to say, the vacuum left between the interior walls and the projectile. This end was imperfectly attained, by surrounding the ball with a piece of buckskin or greased cloth ; by flattening the ball more or less by repeated blows with the ramrod, and also by driving the rammer down with a mallet. The two latter modes of forcing, breaking the powder and destroying a part of its strength, were perfected by interposing between the ball and powder a circle of light wood, {sabot,) designed to bear the force of the blow and protect the powder; lastly, a chamber was fashioned in the breech, smaller than the anterior calibre of the barrel, destined to hold the powder, and on the orifice of which the ball rested and was battered down by the rammer.
Motion of Oblong Balls.?Cut these procedures, bringing with them new causes of deviation in the shot, were not slow in being abandoned, and were replaced by other means, founded upon the | particular configuration given to the projectiles, ( different oblong J balls,) and the modifications applied to the interior wall of the arms, (rifled arms, chambered arms.)
All oblong balls have a motion helicoid to the axis of their translation.
They are forced down in various ways: In rifled chambered arms the cylindro-conic ball is driven with force by the rammer, the extremity of which is hollowed into a cavity corresponding with the point of the ball, in order not to deform it, the base of the ball reposes upon the margin of the chamber and sinks into it, to a certain extent, at each stroke of the rammer; the chamber prevents | the powder being broken and reduced to dust. Compressed between the rammer and the chamber, the transverse diameter of the ball is augmented?it fills the calibre of the gun and takes the impressions i of the grooved interior. The windage of the arm being thus done away with, the expansion of the gas, when the powder is ignited, acts entirely upon the base of the projectile; this escaping assumes a helicoid motion, directed according to the grooves.
The chamber opposing the cleansing of the arm, and becoming thus a cause of deterioration, was suppressed, and other means ;
were advised for forcing the balls. The ball? culol was then brought j into use ; this ball is glided into the barrel and maintained in place by a few light strokes of the rammer; when the expansion of the j gas takes place, the culot wedges into the hollow practiced in the axis of the ball, expands its walls and causes its external surface to penetrate, into these grooves of the arm. It was soon perceived that the addition of the culol was useless, and that the same result was obtained with balls simply hollowed ; these latter projectiles were substituted tor the tormer, and are at this time in general use in the French infantry.
All balls, in their passage through the air, describe a curvc, whose element changes at each instant of direction. In order that the oblong ball may maintain its point in front, an indispensable condition to the accuracy of the shot, it is necessary that the axis of the ball change in direction in the same manner as the element of the trajectory itself changes ; and it is necessary that it be placed in the direction of the tangent to the trajectory. The details into which we have entered, give an idea of the general aspect of wounds produced by projectiles from fire arms, and of their action upon the skin. Some surgeons have believed that j the openings made by oblong balls were not so lacerated as those I made by spherical, when the discharge was in clo3e proximity ; that they were oblong, well defined, sometimes linear, smaller than those of exit; that the openings of exit were more regular, longer than broad, if the ball followed its primitive direction ; irregular, very much lacerated, with edges considerably elevated, if the ball deviated and made its exit transversely. But our own observations have convinced us that, if the openings of entrance and exit of oblong balls present a variety of aspect and of form greater than the openings of spherical balls, they do not differ essentially, and that their dimensions are equally subjected to the conditions which we have heretofore exposed. Cases have been cited where oblong balls have made linear opeuings, but analogous phenomena have been observed in the effect of spherical balls. These phenomena ought to be regarded as very rare and quite exceptional; they are produced under conditions, as yet, poorly defined, and seem to U9 to reside in the laxity and the folds of the skin struck in the side of flexion of the articulations, when these are strongly flexed.
Track of Balls.?The question of knowing how projectiles penetrate the parts?that is to say, if they penetrate by pushing aside the tissues, by dividing them or by destroying them?is an idle one, inasmuch as they comprehend ail these different modes of action, modified by the force which animates them and which makes them contusing bodies. Oblong balls, themselves, in spite of their conical anterior, in spite of the gimlet-motion which is communicated to them, do not act otherwise. Some When a ball strikes obliquely upon the sternum or a rib, and trayerses the 6kin, it is animated, besides its movement of translation, the direction of which is changed by the resistance ana elasticity of the bone, by a movement of rotation upon itself. If this movement of rotation is executed in such a way as to make the projectile turn from behind forwards, and allows it to roll, so to speak, upon the internal surface of the integuments, the projectile will be able to travel over a circular track until its rotary motion is expended. As soon as it no longer exerts this movement, it will' obey that of translation and will perforate the integumentary wall. If, on the contrary, the rotatory motion of the ball is from before backwards, in such a way that it cannot roll in the sense of its translation, on the internal surface of the skin, and that it pushes before it the tissues acting as obstacles, it will soon overcome the resistance and make its exit, after having made a wry short track, in the direction which the shock upon the bone has communicated to it.
It is necessary, also, in order that a ball circumscribe a cavity, that it shall not be deformed, and that its surface, perfectly smooth, present no asperity capable of tearing the internal surface of the skin. 
